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The new resuscitator features a fully rrnparent inlet ve for at-a-glance onitoring of potential obstructions during use.
In line with current guidelines for emergency resuscitation, the earlier model's
overpressure relief has been dispensed with to give operators increased control in
individual situtons The new design creates an increased tidal volume and greatly
reduced 'dead space'.
A spokesman for Vitalograph said as the details of the evolutionary emergency
resuscitator were announced, 'Though the international success of the original design
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obviously underlined its functional effectiveness, we have closely monitored user
comments and opinions. Their practical experience in literally thousands of situations
has enabled us to make the fine tuning adjustments which are featured in the new
model.
We are emphasizing that this is not a redesign for the sake of it. The features which
are new to the evolution model offer advantages which will make the device even more
effective in use. The designing out of the overpressure relief brings the resuscitator in
line with the new American Heart Association CPR guidelines. The new valve has been
designed to meet and exceed the new BS6850: 1987 performance parameters.'
All the key features from the original resuscitator have been retained-including the
valve design which makes misassembly impossible.
The Vitalograph resuscitator is supplied complete with a quality mask, instructions,
wall poster and carrying bag. The 'standard' version is not affected by extremes of
temperature in the - 10°C to + 40°C range. A silicone version is available for
autoclaving at + 137°C, and use in extremes of temperature from - 20°C to + 50°C.
Full details of the new emergency resuscitator are available from Vitalograph's CPR
Division, Maids Moreton House, Buckingham MK18 ISW, England.
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